
Motion Capture Techniques in End of Code

End of Code is a 15 minute animation that uses motion capture to animate 25 characters in a series of 23 
sequences, without obvious edits. All of the characters were played by three actors. Most of the characters do 
not have human proportions so the actor’s motion data was abstracted to accommodate the requirements of the 
script and character designs.

The story revolves around two groups of misfit hackers in a city of traffic. They speak a language of advertising, 
corporate branding and self-help, while engaging in a battle to control traffic lights. Discovering that the entire 
social code is embedded in the access code that regulates traffic lights, begins a twisted ride of surveillance, 
disguises and espionage among characters caught in an endless rush hour.

Storyboard sketch for the title sequence.



The project began with a brief written treatment, which was developed into a full script. A 
storyboard was then drawn, with each visual event broken down into shots.

Page from the End of Code Storyboard



Before production began a prototype was built using a test character to prove that pieces 
of motion capture data could be sewn together and altered from human proportions.

Still from Oral Fixations, 2005, Duesing/Hodgins, running time 7 hours



An animatic test using the proportions of the motion capture studio floor was developed, 
with simple shapes, to plan actors and camera positions in advance of the shooting.



Actors suited with markers for body capture and hand capture.



Motion capture session with actors wearing costume additions in an attempt to simulate 
the motion of the characters they are portraying.  



Motion data from the three actors is stripped out and applied to the individual character’s 
skeletons before it can be merged together again for the scene. 



Finished model.

Original character design sketch. 

Painting for model surface. 



The character’s skeleton is not proportional to the motion captured human skeleton, so all 
motions will align differently in the animation than they did when working with live actors.

One of the character skeletons

Motion capture skeleton with human proportions



Comparison retargeting of raw motion on the character model 
before proportional corrections. 



All characters are then combined for 
proportional corrections in the final 

rendered scene.


